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EGO MAINNET IS LIVE


EGO is the financial foundation of the Paysenger social network. 
Paysenger is an innovative platform that helps creators take audience interaction to a new level. Paysenger provides infrastructure for building a user base for blockchain networks.
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EGO token is worth your attention.
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What problems
 does Paysenger
 solve?

Paysenger offers a solution that surpasses the capabilities of web2 competitors and attracts millions of new users to use web3 technologies!



Leading blockchain networks are competing to attract new active wallets, and having an active user base is a key indicator of the blockchain network's health. Paysenger is poised to assist its partners in attracting a significant number of new users, thus increasing web3 traction.




Many content creators struggle to earn a stable and substantial income from their social media platforms. However, Paysenger provides all the necessary conditions for creators to monetize their relationships with their fans through its unique mechanism.




Brands have a huge demand for user-generated content (UGC), and Paysenger will help meet this need.
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Many artists find AI-art generation tools unethical, as they often use datasets containing artwork scraped from the internet without permission. Additionally, AI art may undermine the skills of human artists and exploit their work for profit when selling generative art.

Paysenger Introducing personalized AI model - an exclusive, artist-specific AI model that learns and generates art in the creator's unique style




Buy EGO tokens

Find your favorite artist on Paysenger

Order the generation of works in their unique style.


MORE ABOUT
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token allocation
[image: token allocation]
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Мarketing and ecosystem tokens stimulate the market rather than dumping the price.
explore tokenomics
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Utility










The opportunity to communicate with creators, order content from them, and support them financially.




Leveling up the profile and purchasing levels: many amazing benefits and opportunities become available with each level. Token withdrawals are available from level 4. In perspective, the total value of levels will surpass the reward pool.




The ability to purchase NFT posts for the purpose of expanding the collection or investing.
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Staking










We reward token holders in our staking program; hold tokens to receive more ego.
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Hype










Thousands and tens of thousands of creators, experts, and influencers, and they all talk about ego.




Among our partners are leading media platforms; we are constantly working on increasing the number of mentions in the media.




We have the budget and motivation for marketing support of the token after TGE because the more hype around ego, the more valuable it is in the eyes of creators.
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EGO token utility
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EVM based smart contracts to ensure compatibly with the most popular networks




The Reward Distribution System for $EGO Token




NFT Minting and Marketplace on BSC




Implementation of the cross-chain functionality via Layer Zero / Axelar for both ERC-20 and ERC-721 tokens is in the roadmap
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Backers & Partners
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Events



NFTNYC2023, New York 2023

World Blockchain Summit, Dubai 2022

World Blockchain Summit, Dubai 2022

Crypto Expo Dubai 2022

World Blockchain Summit, Dubai 2022

Crypto Expo Dubai 2022

Bali Crypto Week 2022

Crypto Expo Dubai 2022

#11

Crypto Expo Dubai 2022

Blockchain Life 2022

Online event “2023: a year of 2023 socials?”

Online event “Demystifying NFTs and intellectual property”

Online event “How NFTs boost the creator economy”

Online event “How to launch IDOs, survive and prosper during a bear market”
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News feed
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 Paysenger $EGO listing!

There will be an EGO listing on Kucoin and Bybit very soon.

 Listing time CEX - 6.07.2023 at 10.00 am UTC. 

 Listing time DEX - 6.07.2023 at 10.15 am UTC.(on Pancakeswap)

Start price $0.06

Jul 5, 2023
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🥳An important announcement!

💪We are pleased to announce a long-term partnership with Telefonica! 

http://Telefonica.com, one of the leading mobile operators in Spain and one of the largest telecoms companies in the world, is known for its innovation, extensive customer base and high quality services. With a long and unique history, the company holds key market positions in Latin America and Europe, and has a customer base of 300m+ of subscribers worldwide.

Sep 5, 2023
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🥳An important release! 

In a previous post, we mentioned in passing gamification, which is one of the important components of the creator economy in Paysenger and also directly affects the value of the EGO token. Gamification involves a loyalty system for users of the app, includes many different bonuses and features that become available to them depending on the tier they purchase with EGO tokens.

Jul 11, 2023
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🥳Paysenger blog: dozens of new interesting articles are available to read on our official website!

Friends, today we would like to remind you (and some of you might be hearing this for the first time) about http://Blog.paysenger.com. A couple of months ago, we started writing about what creators are interested in: how Influencers can promote their videos, how to monetize them, about AI tools that can come in handy for creators when creating content.

Jul 16, 2023
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BTS Ventures

@BTS_Ventures
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We’re thrilled to announce our strategic partnership with @Ego_Paysenger the next-level communication platform that allows users to monetize their influence.

Jul 7, 2022
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SINSO

@sinsonetwork
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🎉Excited to have @Ego_Paysenger with us #SINSOEcosystem

#EGO 👏Paysenger is the next-generation of social networking, a create-to-earn platform designed to incentivize creativity & collaboration by allowing fair revenue distribution between idea makers, creators, & their fans.

Oct 28, 2022
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🟣 𝐏𝐨𝐥𝐲𝐠𝐨𝐧 𝐒𝐩𝐚𝐜𝐞 🟣

@Polygon_Space1
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💥 @Ego_Paysenger beta testing of #Paysenger’s NFT Marketplace in partnership with @0xPolygon

💥 $EGO is an internal token of the #Paysenger service. You can buy and sell NFT through #Paysenger only for #EGO.

🔽INFO
https://egoco.in

Jan 16, 2023
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🌟Paysenger is now listed on @MagicSquareio

⬛Magic Square is the world's 1st Web3 solution to simplify Crypto, conceptualizing the beauty of an App Store with a built-in DAO mechanism to create a highly secure environment for all dApps, NFTs,Games & more, in one single place.

Sep 6, 2022
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Timo Trippler, Advisor to #EGO-#Paysenger:

“We are creating a seamless way for experts and influencers to monetize their interactions. Our platform will provide a reliable financial filter & highlight the most valuable offers while rewarding users for their time and attention.”

Aug 15, 2022
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We're proud to present our new partner @GainsAssociates

- They did more than 100 deals for $21M directly from the community
 - They achieved their first 1,000x with Avalanche

Their achievement list is so huge, the portfolio is very impressive. That's a beautiful synergy is born.

Jul 28, 2022
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A very promising partner has joined Paysenger - @ImePlatform!

Imagine sending crypto, using Binance tools, PancakeSwap/Uniswap and other DeFi on Telegram in few clicks? This is already possible with the Telegram alt client iMe app! 

Welcome to the family!

$EGO $LIME #partners

Jul 25, 2022
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Welcome to the board! A new alliance with @himoworldglobal

And one more nice person from crypto gaming area - Vu Nguyen, CMO of Himo World. 

He knows all about metaverse and Play-and-Earn project. 

Never hesitate to contact him 😉



Jul 10, 2022
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JUST IN: #Paysenger is now backed by investment fund XT LABS. 🚀

The partnership with XT was in the works for a while. Did you know that XT offers portfolios in #DeFi, #NFTs, #web3, and even #CeFI?

Exciting times ahead 😎

Read more about the news 👉 https://t.me/ego_paysenger_en/151

Jun 27, 2022
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XT.com Exchange

@XTexchange
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#XTLABS🤝@Ego_Paysenger

We are delighted to announce our #partnership with the next-level #communication platform that allows everyone to monetize their creativity 🚀

Jul 8, 2022
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JOIN A PUBLIC PRESALE OF EGO TOKEN! The EGO Public Presale is scheduled in April 4th on the Tokensoft platform. Follow the link, find out the details and register for the first round of the sale: https://egoco.in/presale-tokensoft/

Mar 16, 2022
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@Ego_PaysengerX@sinsonetwork

📣 We’re proud to present our new partner — SINSO

🚀 SINSO is committed to building the Web3.0 ecosystem for DAPPs, focusing on high-speed Decentralized Cache and Data-governance

😊 Sure, this collaboration will be quite perspective for everyone

Nov 16, 2022
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🎉 Partnership Announcement 

🎉 Partnership AnnouncementX@Ego_Paysenger

😊 Sure this collaboration will be quite perspective for everyone

@sinsonetwork is a Web3.0 Infrastructure Simplifying Decentralized HotData Cache and Data Governance

Oct 31, 2022
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#Paysenger team got an opportunity to attend #Crypto Week Bali 2022. Much insights, great people & amazing vibe happened here at that event.🌴🌴🌴

Aug 29, 2022
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Hey guys!
Anyone in🌴 Bali 🌴these days? Crypto enthusiasts? Believers of blockchain?

The Paysenger team is here for you!

Starting August 19, we have been participating in the first International Crypto & Blockchain Week in Bali. We will be glad to meet you here!🥥

Aug 23, 2022
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✅ Paysenger team visited @WBSglobalseries in Singapore on July 14-15

Our team negotiated with more than 20 potential partners and investors - including http://crypto.com, Coinbase & KuCoin ventures 🔥

Read full details here 👉 http://t.me/ego_paysenger_…

Jul 23, 2022
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🔥We got "The Best ICO 2022"! One of the best nominations and prizes in Crypto Expo 2022.

We're glad that the crypto community appreciated our project and we’re proud to be the best ICO on CED!

And of course, we're happy to meet with many wonderful people. Thx y’all 🙌🏻

Apr 8, 2022
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Last week the Paysenger team returned from Dubai. Our project participated in Crypto Expo Dubai and World Blockchain Summit!

Read how it went 👇🏻 http://t.me/ego_paysenger_en/98

The conferences were a powerful event. But we are ready to take the next step - PUBLIC PRESALE! 🪐

Apr 1, 2022
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The first day of the WBS was great! There were a lot of people at our booth all day long. Our founders and advisor Val Jerdes personally worked at the booth and communicated with the guests.

Mar 23, 2022
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Hey friends! We are here with an exciting news🚀

World Blockchain Summit Dubai, the most influential crypto & blockchain conference in the Middle East since 2017, is taking place on March 23-24. 

And we are co-hosting it!


Stay tuned and see you at WBS Dubai 2022 🙌
#blockchain

Mar 10, 2022
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🙌 Linkedin LIVE Event!

🔥 2023: a year of web3 socials?

📈 We will soon start seeing Web3 social networks in 2023. But… what exactly is a #Web3 social network? How does it make money?

We’ll discuss this in detail in our #LinkedIn Live Event. 

Link: https://linkedin.com/video/event/urn:li:ugcPost:7006005819519471616/

Dec 14, 2022
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🙌 Hey, Everyone! 

🖼 Some photos from the Trade Expo, Indonesia. 

🔥 The #Paysenger team participated in this event and became one of the Trade Expo partners.

🤝 More announcements are coming.

Stay tuned!

#Web3 #Creators

Nov 19, 2022
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#Paysenger & #Openspace Ventures at #Token2049, Singapore.



Oct 3, 2022
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Karina Veri🐦, Partnerships and Events Lead at #Paysenger with James Lee, Founder & CEO of Blackletter Advisory at #Token2049, Singapore this week. 

Sep 30, 2022
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Teamwork makes the dream work.🤜🤛 Alone we can do so little, together we can do so much. #PaysengerTeamPower

Aug 16, 2022
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⚡️ #Paysenger has been rated as an excellent place to work by its employees! 

Paysenger’s eNPS score is 30% higher than the average #eNPS of two hundred other companies.

Get to know more👇 https://t.me/ego_paysenger_en/165

 Jul 19, 2022
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Where to meet our project's founder? Either at Paysenger or at Crypto Expo Dubai. Stan, Paul and Egor personally work at the Expo. The founders themselves talk about the project, communicate and meet future investors and partners.

Mar 18, 2022
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🙌 The Trade Expo, Indonesia

🔥 Stan Novi, CEO at Paysenger, and Jerry Sambuaga, Deputy Minister for Trade of Indonesia

#web3#Paysenger

Nov 10, 2022
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🔥 Success is the sum of the right small efforts repeated daily. Mutual respect, common goals, open communication, and patience create a winning team.

😉 Our team is working tirelessly all from all over the world to make Paysenger better!

#web3 #Paysenger #Blockchain

Oct 28, 2022
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Our team is all about that remote work life in Georgia🇬🇪!

Today, we will have a quick interview with Robert, one of our employees based in Batumi.

Read the full interview https://t.me/ego_paysenger_en/324

Oct 16, 2022
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📣 We are delighted to share that 350,000 people have registered on #Paysenger!

🚀 With this many creators already on board, we are confident that our application will revolutionize the future of communication!

📈We are just getting started!

#web3 #NFT #socialmedia 

Feb 15, 2023
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This week, Karina Veri🐦 @karin_veri, Partnerships 🤝🏻and Events Lead at Paysenger🤝🏻met Roberto Carlos⚽, a Brazilian former professional football player at WCA Sport & Fashion in Blockchain by EcoX.

Rumor has it he plans to launch his own NFT collection.🤐

Sep 24, 2022
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500 000+

unique registered users







80 000

Monthly active







25 000

Сreators







$6 000 000

Total funds rasied
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2021

Angel round

Paysenger 1.0 launch










1/2 // 2022 

Public Sale

Team expansion










2/2 // 2022

UK & India launch

Reward distribution system implementation

NFT marketplace










Q1 // 2023

B2B features

NGO campaigns










Q2 // 2023

Public Round (IDO)

Establish creators found

Listin on CEX









We here


Q3-Q4//2023

Mainnet is Live

EGO levels released










2024

Updated gamification system

Exciting new features
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EGO IDO SOLD OUT

*with detailed terms, the token price and the IDO end date can be found at the next step


Join community
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About

Team


The data provided on the site are for informational purposes only
 and are not investment advice Terms of Digital Asset Sale & Privacy Notice




Keep in touch and get support

[email protected]
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